ACROSS

3 Brick or stone space in a room for making fires
7 Serving to hold in body heat
8 Keep this and other poisonous holiday plants away from children
11 Climbing device
12 Condition of strain or tension
15 Time of safety issues that extend from late November to mid-January
16 Extension ____: potentially hazardous way of extending power for holiday decorations
18 Device that gives heat
19 Use when working with spun glass

DOWN

1 Avoid using breakable types of these tree decorations
2 Water in a frozen, solid state
3 Able to catch fire easily
4 Likely to cause serious harm or death
5 Journey from place to place
6 Woody plant that has long main trunk and many branches
9 Use to determine if meat has reached safe temperature
10 Make clean by using water and soap
13 White flakes of ice that fall from the sky to earth
14 Do not use near trees, boughs, or drapes
17 Tame animal people keep in their homes